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Macaroni Boy
KATHERINE AYRES

About the Book

During the Great Depression in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 12-year-old 

Mike Costa faces off with a school bully and tries to solve the mystery 

behind his grandfather’s illness and the deaths of two hobos.

Thematic Connections

Bullying—Discuss the characteristics of a bully. Engage the class 

in a discussion about why Andy Simms bullies Mike Costa. How and 

why does Mike’s father support him when he fi ghts Andy? Why is Andy 

so upset when Mike follows him home? Discuss how Mike deals with 

Andy’s bullying. Contrast the way Mike handles Andy in the beginning 

of the novel with the way he handles him in the end. After Mike has 

helped him, Andy says, “I ain’t gonna say thanks, Macaroni Boy.” 

(p. 176) Why is it so diffi cult for Andy to say thanks?

Intergenerational Relationships—Start a discussion about 

Mike’s relationship with his grandpap. How is Mike in denial regarding 

his grandpap’s dementia? What does Mike see about his grandpap’s condition that his father and uncles don’t see? 

Have the class talk about why Mike is so determined to prove that his grandpap is suffering from something more 

than dementia. Why is his grandpap such a revered person in the family, especially now that they are in the middle 

of the Great Depression? 

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Mike and Joseph are intrigued with the famous gangsters Al Capone and Pretty Boy Floyd. 

Explain the elements of a graphic novel. Then ask students to research the lives of these men, and write a graphic 

short story about one of these gangsters.

Music—Mike’s mother listens to swing music on the radio. Research this type of music. What is its relationship 

to jazz and the blues? How might swing music been a solace to people during the Great Depression? Some students 

may wish to fi nd specifi c examples of swing music to share with the class.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Have students identify vocabulary that makes specifi c reference to the Great Depression. Such words may include 

soup kitchen (p. 22), hobos (p. 44), and shantytown (p. 22).

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.
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A Newbery Honor Book

An ALA Notable Book

On My Honor
MARION DANE BAUER

About the Book

Joel dares his best friend, Tony, to a swimming race in a dangerous river. 

Both boys jump in, but when Joel reaches the sandbar, he fi nds Tony 

has vanished. How can he face their parents and the terrible truth?

Thematic Connections

Friendship—Though Joel and Tony have been lifelong friends, there 

are aspects of Tony’s personality that anger and frustrate Joel. Even 

though he disagrees with Tony, Joel usually goes along with him rather 

than cause a fuss. Ask students to consider the predicament that Joel 

faces at the beginning of the story when he would prefer not to go with 

Tony to climb rocks. How could he have handled the situation differently? 

Why is Joel not more direct? Is Joel, then, responsible for Tony’s death 

in some small way?

Death—Psychologists believe that we go through stages of grief when 

someone we love dies. These stages include anger, denial, bargaining, 

depression, and acceptance. Have students examine Joel’s behavior 

after Tony disappears in the river. Ask them to offer examples that Joel 

is passing through the various stages of the grieving process.

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—The use of language elevates this book from a simple story to an eloquent work of literature. 

Bauer uses fi gurative language, especially simile and metaphor. Similes and metaphors may be likened to equations. 

For example, the simile “He laughs like a hyena” may be represented as: person’s laugh = sound hyena makes. 

In order for simile and metaphor to be effective, though, students must understand both sides of the equation. 

See if your students can convert the similes and metaphors to equations:

“The sun sizzled in a sky so blue it could have been created out of a paint can.” (p. 11)

“The words reverberated through Joel’s skull like a scream.” (p. 43)

“Joel snapped, pulling the anger around himself again like a cloak.” (p. 63)

Geography—Joel is concerned about the arduous route they must take. Have students create a map of the route 

Joel and Tony intend to follow using the descriptions given by the boys in Chapters 1 and 2. These maps may be fl at 

or topographical (three-dimensional) in nature.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary of this novel is deceptively simple. Ask students to set aside a section of their reader’s notebook or 

reading log to record any new or familiar words used in a new way. 

Prepared by Teri S. Lesesne, a professor in the Department of Library Science at Sam Houston State University 

where she teaches classes in literature for children and young adults. 
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A NEW YORK TIMES Outstanding 

Book of the Year

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Blubber
JUDY BLUME

About the Book

Fifth-grader Jill Brenner succumbs to the power of the most popular 

girl in the class and joins her in tormenting Linda Fischer, a vulnerable 

overweight girl who gives a report on whales and earns the name Blub-

ber. The girls do mean things to Blubber until one day the tide turns, 

and Jill fi nds herself the outsider and the victim. 

Thematic Connections

Bullying—Discuss why Linda is such an easy target for bullies. 

Describe her feelings when the girls do and say mean things to her. Ask 

the class to discuss what Linda could have done to help her situation.

Describe Jill and Tracy’s friendship. How is Tracy more perceptive about 

Wendy than Jill? Discuss whether Tracy would participate in bullying 

Blubber if she were in Mrs. Minish’s class. How is it sometimes easier to 

see through a situation from the outside?

Family—Describe Jill’s family.  How is her relationship with Kenny 

typical of most sibling relationships?  Jill really wants to win the 

Halloween Costume Contest.  Discuss Jill’s reaction when she loses the contest in her class, and Kenny wins in his 

class.  What is Jill’s relationship with her mother?  How does Mrs. Brenner try to get Jill to share the things that are 

troubling her?  What is Mrs. Brenner trying to teach Jill when she encourages her to learn to laugh at herself?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Jill Brenner is the narrator in Blubber.  Select a favorite scene in the book and rewrite it from 

Linda or Wendy’s point of view.  How does the tone of the scene change?  Debate whether the reader is more sympa-

thetic to the new narrators.

Health—Linda becomes interested in losing weight so the kids can’t tease her any longer.  Her new diet consists 

of celery, yellow cheese, and saltines for lunch.  Invite a doctor or nurse to speak to the class about the importance 

of a healthy diet.  Use books in the library to fi nd out about the food pyramid.  Develop a healthy diet and exercise 

plan for Linda. 

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to brainstorm words related to bullies and bullying. Such words may include: torment, combatant, 

intimidate, coerce, threaten, terrorize, persecute, tyrant, persuade, and menace. Have the class identify the parts of 

speech of each word.  Ask them to change the nouns into verbs, and the verbs into nouns. 
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The Trial
JEN BRYANT

About the Book

When Katie Leigh Flynn’s Uncle Jeff asks her to take notes for him 

during the Lindbergh kidnapping trial, not only is she allowed to miss 

school for six weeks, but she also witnesses and records every aspect of 

“The Trial of the Century,” an experience that forever changes how she 

views life.

Thematic Connections

Honesty—The honesty of Bruno Hauptmann and of the witnesses 

that changed their stories is questioned. (“Millard’s Tale,” p. 93) 

As the trial progresses, Katie begins to form an opinion about the guilt 

of Hauptmann. Reread “The Truth” on page 132 and “The Question” 

on page 138 and add to Katie’s doubts ones you might have about the 

conviction. Discuss the statement, “Do you swear to tell the truth 

and nothing but the truth?” How can the truth be different for 

different people?

Change—Many peoples’ lives, besides the Lindberghs’ and Hauptmanns’, were indelibly changed as a result 

of the kidnapping and the trial. Discuss the changes in Katie’s life that occurred during the trial and how her 

attitude toward life changed as a result of it. Was Katie accepting of the changes? Have students think about 

a time in their lives that change occurred, how did their attitude toward that change affect the outcome?

Curriculum Connections

History—Choose one of the people from the list in “When the Stars Come Out” and briefl y research their life. 

(pp. 83–84) Using the information students discovered, have them write a poem modeled after one of the charac-

ter poems in the book. Then have students attach a picture of the person to the poem and display the poems on a 

bulletin board.

Language Arts— “Souvenirs” illustrates how opportunists make money on the sorrow and hardship of 

others. (p. 67) In today’s society, this practice continues. Have students research recent news events that resulted 

in tragedies, hardships, and sorrows. How did or could opportunists have capitalized on these tragic human 

situations? Do you think this practice is right or wrong? Write a letter to the editor of your local paper stating 

your opinion and support it with research.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Most poetry uses imagery to convey pictures with words. Have students reread “Finger Music,” paying close 

attention to the similes. (p. 71) Using this poem as an example, they can choose a sound familiar to them and 

convey the sound using a series of similes. Then, have them share the poems with the class.

Prepared by Susan Geye, Library Media Specialist, Crowley Ninth Grade Campus, Crowley, TX.
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An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Stealing Freedom
ELISA CARBONE

About the Book

Ann Marie Weems is born a slave on a small Maryland farm where her 

family lives and works for the Price family. The Weems family endures 

cruelty common to all slaves during the pre–Civil War era, but Ann 

faces the ultimate mistreatment when she is separated from her family. 

Armed with courage and determination, Ann accepts an offer to travel 

via the dangerous Underground Railroad to Canada in an effort to steal 

her freedom.

Thematic Connections

Freedom—Ask students to explain what Ann’s father means when 

he says, “Anyone born a slave gets their freedom stolen the day they’re 

born.” (p. 19) What is the irony in the phrase “stealing freedom”? When 

Ann is in hiding at Mr. Bigelow’s house, she says, “How strange it felt 

to be free and yet to be a prisoner.” (p. 163) Compare Ann’s feeling to 

Nathan’s in Elisa Carbone’s Storm Warriors. What is Nathan’s prison? 

Figuratively, how does Nathan have to steal his freedom?

Family—Have students discuss the strong bond of the Weems family. Defi ne the term extended family. How do 

the people involved with the Underground Railroad become a surrogate family to Ann? 

Curriculum Connections 

Language Arts—In pre–Civil War days, it was against the law to teach a slave to read. Ann learns to read 

when she tends to Sarah, a relative of Master Charles and Mistress Carol. Read Nightjohn or Sarny: A Life Remembered 

by Gary Paulsen. Write a letter that Ann might write to Nightjohn or Sarny commending them for their work in 

teaching African Americans to read.

Social Studies—Ann travels by the Underground Railroad to Canada. Have students construct a map of 

Eastern United States and indicate the major routes of the Underground Railroad. Using clues from the novel, plot 

the route that Ann Weems possibly traveled.

Music—Ann Weems loves to sing. Ask students to locate and learn some of the African American work songs 

and spirituals that Ann may have sung. Also have students fi nd seafaring songs that Nathan may have enjoyed in 

Storm Warriors.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to record unfamiliar words and try to defi ne the words using clues from the context of the story. 

Such words may include ferreting (p. 44), lecherous (p. 45), mulatto (p. 73), guano (p. 76), apparition (p. 97), placid 

(p.113), exorbitant (p. 158), and daguerreotype (p. 213).
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An ALA Notable Book

A New York Public Library Book 

for the Teen Age

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Storm Warriors
ELISA CARBONE

About the Book

Set on the Outer Banks of North Carolina in the late 1890s, Storm 

Warriors tells the story of a different type of racism. Nathan lives with 

his father and grandfather on Pea Island and dreams of becoming a storm 

warrior, one of those who fought the sea, wind, and storms to bring 

sailors home safely, but post–Civil War racism threatens his chance to 

fulfi ll his dream unless he can fi nd a way to win the battle.

Thematic Connections

Courage—Ask students to consider which required more courage 

in this book: to be the rescuer or the rescued? Nathan says, “I know it 

takes courage to meet a storm head on. . . .” (p. 74) Discuss Nathan’s 

courage with your class.

Prejudice/Bigotry—Stealing Freedom is set pre–Civil War when 

mistreatment of African Americans was overt, whereas Storm Warriors 

is set post–Civil War when racial prejudice was present but less obvious. 

How might Nathan’s grandfather identify with the bigotry that Ann 

feels in Stealing Freedom? 

Have the class read the “Author’s Note” at the end of Storm Warriors. How did racial prejudice and bigotry contribute 

to the fact that the keeper and the crew of the Pea Island Life-Saving Station weren’t honored with the Gold Life-

Saving Medal until 100 years later?

Curriculum Connections 

Language Arts— Nathan feels extremely close to his grandfather. He listens to his grandfather’s stories and 

wishes that his grandfather’s dreams could have been fulfi lled. Ask students to assume the role of Nathan and 

write a tribute to be read at his grandfather’s funeral.

Science—The men at the Pea Island Life-Saving Station communicate using Morse code. Ask students to research 

Samuel Morse. How might Morse code be considered an early life-saving device? What signals and codes do ships 

and life-saving stations use today?

Nathan takes books from the Life-Saving Station and learns about medical treatments used in rescue missions. 

Have students research the type of fi rst-aid materials that might have been available in the late 1890s. Then have 

them construct a fi rst-aid kit that might be used today. How has fi rst aid changed in the past 100 years?

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to record unfamiliar words and try to defi ne the words using clues from the context of the story. Such 

words may include phantom (p. 15), vermilion (p. 18), resuscitation (p. 19), hypothermia (p. 72), vendue (p. 95), seine 

(p. 111), and rogue (p. 136).
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A Newbery Medal Winner

A Coretta Scott King Author 

Award Winner

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Bud, Not Buddy
CHRISTOPHER PAUL CURTIS

About the Book

During the Great Depression, a 10-year-old homeless boy sets out in 

search of a man he believes to be his father. 

Thematic Connections

Hope—Ask the class to discuss how the fl yers in Bud’s suitcase give 

him hope. Bud’s mother once told him, “When one door closes, don’t 

worry, because another door opens.” (p. 43) How does this statement 

give Bud the hope he needs to continue his search for his father? Dis-

cuss the moments in the story when a door closes for Bud. At what point 

does the door open? Cite evidence in the novel that Herman Calloway 

had hope that his daughter might return. 

Racism—Engage the class in a discussion about the different types 

of racism. Bud encounters racism throughout his journey. Ask students 

to explain Mrs. Amos’s statement: “I do not have time to put up with 

the foolishness of those members of our race who do not want to be 

uplifted.” (p. 15) How does this statement indicate that Mrs. Amos feels 

superior to Bud and other members of her race? Why does she think that 

Bud does not want to be uplifted? 

Bud meets many homeless people at Hooverville. What evidence is there that racism prevails among them? How 

does racism affect Herman E. Calloway’s band? Eddie tells Bud, “Mr. C. has always got a white fella in the band, for 

practical reasons.” (p. 205) Discuss what the “practical reasons” might be. How does this refl ect the times? Would 

Mr. Calloway’s reasons be valid today?

Curriculum Connections

Science—Lefty Lewis sends Herman Calloway a telegram telling him about Bud. Have students construct an 

illustrated time line that shows the development of communication from the invention of the telegraph to today’s 

new technologies. A good choice to introduce students to the earlier time of the pony express is the picture book 

The Sweetwater Run by Andrew Glass. 

Music—Entertainment played a major role during the Great Depression. One of Bud’s fl yers describes Calloway’s 

Band as “Masters of the New Jazz.” Ask students to fi nd out who the major jazz artists were during the Great 

Depression. Why was jazz so important during this time period? Note that the author’s grandfather was also a big 

band leader.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to defi ne these words using the context of the story: urchins (p. 12), ingratitude (p. 14), vermin (p. 15), 

matrimonial (p. 56), devoured (p. 91), ventriloquists (p. 101), sully (p. 141), embouchure (p. 194), prodigy (p. 196)
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 A Newbery Honor Book

A Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963
CHRISTOPHER PAUL CURTIS

About the Book

The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 is a hilarious, touching, and tragic 

novel about the civil rights movement and its impact on one African 

American family.

Thematic Connections

Humor—Humor is woven throughout the book. Examples include 

Byron’s lips getting stuck to the side mirror of the car (pp. 12–14), 

Daniel mimicking Moses Henderson (pp. 4–5), and Byron’s frozen 

people story (pp. 51–54). Have students reread what they feel is the 

funniest passage. Then have them write a funny passage they would 

like to add to this novel. Artwork can be added and pages laminated 

and bound into a book.

Family and Relationships (Siblings)—Have students 

compare and contrast the three Watson children by using a Venn 

Diagram or a web. What are the class’s impressions of the three? How 

would you describe Kenny and Byron’s relationship? How do Kenny and 

Byron change in the course of the novel (especially after the church 

bombing)? Have students write about their own sibling relationships and compare them to the ones 

depicted in the novel.

Curriculum Connections

History (Civil Rights)—Life in 1963 was quite different for African Americans than it is today, especially in 

the South. The ’60s were turbulent times in America. After reading the novel, have students fi nd inferences that 

blacks and whites were treated differently. (pp. 5–6) Check reference books in the school media center for historical 

details of the Birmingham church bombing and look for the names of the young girls listed on the “In Memory of” 

page. Probe the question raised by Kenny, “Why would they hurt some little kids like that?” (p. 199) Have students 

create a class book called “What America Was Like When the Watsons Went to Birmingham in 1963.”

Geography—Wilona plans to discuss all the states she and her family drive through on their trip from 

Flint, Michigan, to Birmingham, Alabama. Use pushpins and yarn to chart the trip on a class map, down 

I-75 beginning in Flint and ending in Birmingham. Have students research each state that the family passes 

through and the major cities along I-75. Discuss what the Watsons might have seen.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Have students determine the meaning of the following expressions—“panning on folks” (p. 30), “conk” (p. 87), 

and “crackers” (p. 146).
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A BOOKLIST Top Ten Historical Fiction 

for Youth

A BOOK LINKS Lasting Connection

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Rodzina
KAREN CUSHMAN

About the Book

Twelve-year-old Rodzina Brodski begins a long journey aboard the 

orphan train that takes her from the streets of Chicago to an unlikely 

and surprising new home in San Francisco in 1881.

Thematic Connections

Survival—Many of the orphans have survived on the streets of 

Chicago before they begin their journey west on the orphan train. 

Have students explain their survival skills. How do these skills serve 

them on the train? How does Joe use disguise as a means of survival? 

Ask students why they think some of the children prefer the streets to 

living with a family in the west?

Fear—Ask students to discuss why Rodzina feels that it’s important 

not to reveal one’s fear. What is Rodzina’s greatest fear? How does she 

help the younger children deal with their fears? At what point in the 

novel is the reader most frightened for Rodzina? How does Rodzina 

escape this frightening situation?

Curriculum Connections

Health—Myrna Clenck suffers from “galloping consumption,” and Rodzina’s mama died of the “putrid fever.” 

Ask students to research the causes and treatments of these diseases. Find out what other diseases plagued people 

in the late 1800s. Make a poster informing people of symptoms and treatments of these diseases that a local doctor 

might post to help prevention of these illnesses.

Math—Ask students to record all the towns on the orphan train route, beginning with the fi rst stop in Grand 

Island, Nebraska. Use a map of the United States and determine the route of the train. Then have students use 

Map Quest (www.mapquest.com) and calculate the distance Rodzina and Miss Doctor traveled from Chicago to San 

Francisco.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Encourage students to jot down unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them taking clues from the context of the 

novel. Such words may include: cahoots (p. 35), emigrants (p. 37), contentment (p. 41), panhandling (p. 55), vice (p. 

56), defect (p. 68), frigid (p. 135), turrets (p. 142), persevered (p. 177), and hydrophobia (p. 178).
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A Newbery Medal Winner

A Lewis Carroll Shelf Award Winner

The Door in the Wall
MARGUERITE DE ANGELI

About the Book

Ever since he can remember, Robin has been told what is expected of 

him as the son of a nobleman: he must become a knight. But Robin’s 

destiny is changed forever when he falls ill and loses the use of his legs.

Thematic Connections

Challenges/Overcoming Adversity—Brother Luke tells 

Robin to always remember that “Thou hast only to follow the wall far 

enough and there will be a door in it.” (p. 16) Along the way, Brother 

Luke points out many “doors in the wall” or ways to overcome adversity, 

such as reading and crutches. (pp. 29 and 38 respectively). Encour-

age students to generate a list of other ways that Robin learns to help 

himself. The list might be transferred to an illustrated poster and hung 

in the classroom.

Self-Esteem—Robin is continually encouraged to do his best. 

Sir Peter tells him, “If we do what we are able, a door always opens to 

something else.” (p. 71) Brother Luke tells Robin that success is measured 

by what we do with what we have. (p. 76) What enables Robin to do his 

best? Students may wish to discuss this question in a small group and report their conclusions to the class. 

Curriculum Connections

History—The feudal system formed the core of medieval society. Students will learn about this society from 

the novel, but they can expand their knowledge by researching the following topics: serfs, peasants, clergy, nobles 

(knights and ladies), and royalty (kings and queens). The students may wish to work in small groups for their 

research. Have each group create a visual to communicate their fi ndings.

Edward III is the king of England when this story takes place. Students can discover a bit about him from the 

context of the story. They may also enjoy doing further research on him and sharing their fi ndings with the class.

Language Arts—Brother Luke describes reading as one of the “doors in the wall.” In a class discussion, 

consider how in today’s society the inability to read creates walls for people. Ask students to contact their local 

literacy society and fi nd out what programs are available in their community to help people learn to read.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Because the Catholic Church is intricately related to life in the Middle Ages, The Door in the Wall contains many 

words and phrases associated with the church. Have the class make a list of these terms and defi ne them by using 

clues found within the context of the story. If possible, invite a Catholic cleric to speak to the class about the 

church-related vocabulary used in the book.

Prepared by Elizabeth Poe, Children’s and Young Adult Literature Specialist, Morgantown, WV.
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Harriet the Spy
LOUISE FITZHUGH

About the Book

Harriet M. Welsch is a spy. In her notebook, she writes down everything 

she knows about everyone, even her classmates and her best friends. 

Then Harriet loses track of her notebook, and it ends up in the wrong 

hands. Before she can stop them, her friends have read the always 

truthful, sometimes awful things she’s written about each of them. 

Will Harriet fi nd a way to put her life and her friendships back together?

Thematic Connections

Family—Who do you think knows Harriet better, Ole Golly or 

Harriet’s parents? What does Harriet mean when she says Ole Golly 

“made herself felt in the house”? (p. 136) What does Harriet miss most 

about Ole Golly when she leaves? Who do you think knows you best? 

Whom do you know best?

Contrast Harriet’s relationship with her family to Sport’s and Beth 

Ellen’s relationships with their families. Neither Sport nor Beth Ellen 

has a mother at home. Discuss how Mrs. Welsch is both present and absent in Harriet’s life. 

Perseverance—Ole Golly says to Harriet, “Life is a struggle and a good spy gets in there and fi ghts.” (p. 132) 

How does Harriet heed this advice when the Spy Catcher Club turns on her?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Harriet plays Town, a game that she created. She observes people and assigns them 

a profession in her town. Ask students to brainstorm the many professions it takes to run a town. Group the 

professions into categories: health, education, law enforcement, retail merchandising, etc. Instruct the students 

to create a governing body for their town. How will this body be elected?

Home Arts—Ole Golly quotes Henry James: “There are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedicated 

to the ceremony known as afternoon tea.” (p. 18) Assign groups to research tea ceremonies (e.g., British high tea 

or Japanese tea) and plan an afternoon tea that Ole Golly might host for Harriet’s friends.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Louise Fitzhugh challenges even the most precocious reader to think about words and their meanings. 

Ask students to write down unfamiliar words and attempt to defi ne them by taking clues from the context of the 

story. Such words may obnoxious (p. 22), infi nite (p. 45), pompously (p. 50), vantage (p. 53), iniquity (p. 60), colloquy 

(p. 82), complacency (p. 85), enigma (p. 113), impudence (p. 151), querulous (p. 172), and copious (p. 290).
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A Newbery Medal Winner

A SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL Best Book 

of the Year

The Slave Dancer
PAULA FOX

About the Book

It is 1840, and 13-year-old Jessie Bollier plays his fi fe on the docks 

of New Orleans to earn pennies for his mother. One day, Jessie is kid-

napped and begins the most horrendous adventure of his young life. He 

fi nds himself on board The Moonlight, a slave ship bound for the coast of 

Africa. It is Jessie’s job to play his fi fe for the slaves so they can dance 

and retain some muscle tone. Jessie encounters the unspeakable on 

this journey that almost costs him his life.

Thematic Connections

Guilt—Jessie is asked to play his fi fe for the slaves. As he plays for 

the fi rst time, he says, “I played on against the wind, the movement of 

the ship and my own self-disgust. . . .” (p. 89) In what way does Jessie 

feel guilty about his involvement in this activity? How does Jessie cope 

with his feelings of guilt at the torment of the slaves versus his own 

need to participate in order to survive? How does this experience affect 

Jessie’s feelings about music later on in his life?

Friendship—Ras and Jessie notice each other even before their 

escape from the sinking ship, The Moonlight. They seem to understand each other despite the difference in their 

culture and language. Why do you think they connected with each other even though they had no real means of 

communication? How did the boys communicate during their struggle to survive the sinking ship and their time 

at Daniel’s house? Why do you think the bond between the boys was so strong?

Curriculum Connections

History—The construction of a slave ship was complex. Paula Fox mentions many of its parts, such as the masts, 

anchor cables, the wooden pin, the hatch, wooden casks, etc. Instruct students to consult reference sources such 

as encyclopedias, CD-ROMS, etc. Have students draw and label a diagram of The Moonlight that Jessie might have 

drawn and then write a diary entry in which Jessie explains the diagram.

Language Arts—Have students write the fi rst paragraph of the novel omitting all adjectives, adverbs, and 

prepositional phrases. Compare and contrast the two paragraphs. Why are modifi ers so important? Let students 

rewrite the paragraph inserting their own adjectives, adverbs, and prepositional phrases where they made the 

omissions. Have students compare their paragraphs with their classmates.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Paula Fox creates the atmosphere of the novel with descriptive language. She uses words like murky (p. 52), 

darkening (p. 63), and blurred (p. 69). Have students fi nd more examples of language that create atmosphere. 

Compose a class list. Have students use the words in original sentences that relate to the novel.

Prepared by Jane O. Wassynger, English teacher, Greenville Middle School, Greenville, SC. 
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A Newbery Honor Book

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Lily’s Crossing
PATRICIA REILLY GIFF

About the Book

Lily learns that true friendship is a treasure that crosses cultural 

boundaries in this award-winning novel set during World War II at the 

home front.

Thematic Connections

Friendship—Ask students to describe Lily and Margaret’s friend-

ship. How is Lily’s friendship with Albert different? Why does Lily say 

that he is the best friend she ever had? Ask students to write a letter 

Lily might write to Poppy describing her new friend, Albert. At the end 

of the novel, Albert and Ruth are reunited, and Lily gets to meet Ruth. 

What do you think Albert has told Ruth about Lily?

Honesty/Dishonesty—Throughout the book, Lily makes a list of 

her problems and solutions to the problems. One of her worst problems is 

lying. She also has a vivid imagination. Discuss the difference between 

lying and imagining. Why does Lily continue to lie when she knows 

she’s being dishonest? Have students list all the lies that Lily tells. 

How does one lie lead to another? In what other ways is Lily dishonest? 

At what point in the novel does she fi nally overcome her habit of lying?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Lily is a good writer. Ask students to write a journal entry that she might write on the day her 

father leaves for the war. Lily’s imagination is wild; she tells Margaret that her Aunt Celia is a U.S. spy in Germany, and 

imagines that Mr. Egan is a Nazi spy. Ask students to write a story that Lily might write about Aunt Celia or Mr. Egan.

Engage the class in a discussion about the meaning of the title Lily’s Crossing.

Social Studies—During World War II, the U.S. government began rationing supplies. Ask students to fi nd 

out what items were rationed. What was the purpose of a victory garden? Margaret’s father goes to Detroit to make 

B-24 Liberator Bombers. What other jobs on the home front helped the war effort?

Encourage students to use reference sources and a map of Europe to trace the invasion of France by the Allies. 

Ask them to begin with the military’s landing on Omaha Beach and follow their maneuvers through the small 

towns and cities that they liberated in France.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to search for words in the novel such as convoy (p. 76) that specifi cally pertain to the war. Then, ask 

them to locate words such as swell (p. 116) and jetty (p. 86) that refer to the coastal setting of the book. Have the 

class discuss the meaning of each word located.
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An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Nory Ryan’s Song
PATRICIA REILLY GIFF

About the Book

Patricia Reilly Giff tells the unforgettable story of 12-year-old Nory 

Ryan, who fi nds courage and strength through love, friendship, and 

song to help her family survive the potato famine in 1845 Ireland.

Thematic Connections

Sacrifice—The Irish made great sacrifi ces during the potato famine. 

Engage the class in a discussion about their sacrifi ces. Why is Anna 

willing to give her coin to Nory? What does Anna mean when she says 

to Nory, “I will give you the coin, but you will pay for it another way”? 

(p. 8) Does Nory ever pay for the coin? Why is Nory willing to sacrifi ce 

her future by staying with Anna? What sacrifi ces does Anna make by 

insisting that Nory go to America?

Intergenerational Relationships—Discuss Nory’s relation-

ship with Granda. How does Granda view his role in the family? At 

fi rst, Nory is afraid of Anna Donnelly. What changes their relationship? 

Ask students to discuss whether Nory views Anna as a member of the 

family. Nory vows never to leave Anna and tells her, “We belong here 

together.” (p. 145) Why does Anna insist that Nory’s place is in America?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Nory can be considered bold, dauntless, and brave, the three characteristics that best 

describe some of the female characters in Irish mythology. Send students to the library to locate an Irish myth. 

Then have them write a short paper that compares Nory to the main character of the myth.

Science—When the blight destroys the potatoes, Nory is worried that there will be no eyes to plant the next 

year. Have students fi nd out the planting season for potatoes. What climate do they require? When are they 

harvested? Ask students to make a chart that details the growth cycle of a potato. 

Anna Donnelly teaches Nory about her cures. She uses “ivy for burns, comfrey for fever, foxglove for heart pain, 

laurel leaves for ringworm, houseleek for the eyes, the web of a spider for bleeding.” (p. 145) Have students fi nd 

other plants used for medicinal purposes. Then have them create an illustrated booklet that describes the plants 

and their uses. Include an appropriate title for the booklet and a dedication page to Anna.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Patricia Reilly Giff provides a glossary of Irish words with pronunciations at the beginning of the novel. Ask 

students to search for other unfamiliar words that specifi cally refer to the Irish and the historical setting of the 

book. Such words may include glen (p. 3), currachs (p. 27), and praties (p. 64).
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A Newbery Honor Book

An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Pictures of Hollis Woods
PATRICIA REILLY GIFF

About the Book

Hollis Woods’s search for a family is a perpetual journey, as she moves 

from one foster home to another, until she meets the Regan family 

and two rather quirky elderly women who teach her a lot about love, 

friendship, and belonging.

Thematic Connections

Belonging—After a few days with Josie, Hollis realizes that she has 

never been needed before—or wanted. What is the difference between 

being needed and being wanted? How do both contribute to belonging? 

How do you know that Hollis really wants to belong to the Regan family? 

Ask the class to discuss whether Hollis’s attitude toward school is a 

result of her feeling that she does not belong.

Family—Describe the Regan family. Why is Hollis so confused about 

Steven’s relationship with his dad? Why does she feel that the accident 

was her fault, and that she has “messed up the whole family”? (p. 136) 

At what point does Hollis realize that Steven wants to be her brother? 

Discuss why Hollis calls Steven’s father the “Old Man.” How has 

Hollis’s “W” picture changed by the end of the novel? How does the structure of the novel, especially the numerical 

sequence of pictures, reveal Hollis’s desire to be a part of the Regan family?

Curriculum Connections

Science/Health—Josie is forgetful and is possibly suffering from Alzheimer’s disease or some type of 

dementia. Send students to the library to fi nd out symptoms, treatment, and life expectancy of someone who 

suffers from Alzheimer’s or dementia. Students may also want to use an almanac to fi nd statistics regarding the 

number of people in the United States who are victim to these diseases.

Careers—Beatrice had been an art teacher for 40 years, but had never seen anyone who could do what Hollis 

could do. Ask student to use books in the library or sites on the Internet to fi nd out the many different career 

options in art for Hollis. Have them research the art schools in New York or in their own communities where Hollis 

could study.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary in the novel isn’t diffi cult, but students should write down unfamiliar words and try to defi ne the 

words using clues from the context of the story. Such words may include: jetty (p. 24), marquee (p. 34), perspective 

(p. 44), composition (p. 44), stanchions (p. 53), pewter (p. 118), deceptive (p. 121), and incorrigible (p. 124).
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A Newbery Honor Book

An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Hoot
CARL HIAASEN

About the Book

In this humorous ecological mystery, three unlikely middle-school 

kids lead a protest to save endangered burrowing owls that live on the 

property where a Mother Paula’s All-American Pancake House is about 

to be built.

Thematic Connections

Bullying—Ask the class to brainstorm behaviors that characterize 

a bully. What causes a person like Dana Matherson to become a bully? 

Discuss the difference between acting tough and bullying. Why is Roy 

upset when he gets the reputation of being a tough guy after he beats 

up Dana? Sometimes a person who is being bullied becomes a bully. 

How does Mullet Fingers’s mother bully him? How might people like 

Leroy Branitt consider Mullet Fingers and Beatrice bullies? Have the 

class discuss ways of dealing with school bullies.

Values in Conflict—Mrs. Eberhardt tells Roy, “Honey, sometimes 

you’re going to be faced with situations where the line isn’t clear 

between what’s right and what’s wrong. Your heart will tell you to do 

one thing, and your brain will tell you to do something different.” (p. 160) Discuss places throughout the book 

when Roy’s heart tells him one thing, and his brain tells him something else. How do his heart and his brain come 

together at the end of the novel?

Curriculum Connections

Science—Roy gains a greater appreciation of wildlife when the Eberhardts take a Sunday afternoon boat trip 

through the Everglades. Ask the class to study the Everglades’ ecosystem. Divide students into groups and ask 

each group to select one of the endangered species in the Everglades National Park and to plan a campaign for sav-

ing the species. This may include posters, pamphlets, letters, etc.

Drama—In a telephone conversation, Chuck Muckle, the vice president for corporate relations for Mother 

Paula’s, chews out Leroy Branitt, the supervising engineer charged with guarding the property. Ask students to 

dramatize the conversation between the two men.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to fi nd unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them from the context of the story. Such words may 

include: ambushed (p. 1), monetary (p. 5), kiosk (p. 69), incentive (p. 85), alternative (p. 95), stupendous (p. 98), 

elude (p. 99), devastated (p. 100), vaporize (p. 110), subterranean (p. 130), carnage (p. 145), reconnaissance (p. 174), 

malevolently (p. 184), and patronizing (p. 185)
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An ALA Top Ten Best Book 

for Young Adults

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

My Louisiana Sky
KIMBERLY WILLIS HOLT

About the Book

Tiger Ann struggles to understand the sudden death of her grandmoth-

er, her mentally defi cient parents, and the changes occurring within 

her as she grows up in 1950s rural Louisiana. 

Thematic Connections

Family—Throughout the course of the story Tiger Ann is torn between 

her desire to have a “normal” family and her love for her parents and 

her grandmother. At what point in the story does Tiger Ann decide to 

stay with her parents rather than live in Baton Rouge with Aunt Dorie 

Kay? What causes her to make this decision? Why does Aunt Dorie Kay 

consider this to be a sign that Tiger Ann is growing up?

Granny and Tiger Ann enjoy a close relationship. Gather examples of 

Granny’s wisdom from the story and create a class list. Analyze the 

items on the list and discuss what Granny is trying to teach Tiger Ann. 

What can we learn from the older adults in our lives today?

Coming-of-Age—Tiger Ann has many emotions about her family 

and the people around her. Dealing with these feelings helps shape her 

into a person of more maturity and character. Discuss with the students Tiger Ann’s inner turmoil and how she 

deals with her emotions. How has Tiger Ann’s character evolved?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Marlon Brando and Audrey Hepburn are two of Tiger Ann’s favorite movie stars. Ask students 

to select information from various resources about each of the actors. Use the information to make a celebrity 

card for each of them. The card should have the actor’s picture on the front and his/her “stats” on the back (some 

biographical data, awards, and starring roles in the 1950s).

Art—Tiger Ann thinks about being more stylish. She would have liked to have a pair of pedal pushers and saddle 

oxford shoes, a fl ared poodle skirt with petticoats, and a bobbed Audrey Hepburn–style haircut. Have students 

research the clothing styles of typical teenagers in the 1950s and make a fashion designer’s sketch that depicts 

the results of their research.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Good writers are always looking for the perfect word and many keep a writer’s notebook in which they jot down 

ideas, snatches of overheard conversations, and words. Ask students to keep a list of words that Kimberly Willis 

Holt uses in her writing that they would like to incorporate into their own writing.
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A National Book Award Winner

An ALA Top Ten Best Book 

for Young Adults

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

When Zachary Beaver Came to Town
KIMBERLY WILLIS HOLT

About the Book

Zachary Beaver, the fattest boy in the world, comes to town and changes 

the lives of everyone in Antler, Texas—especially that of 13-year-old 

Toby Wilson.

Thematic Connections

Family—Describe Toby’s relationship with his parents. How is their 

relationship different from Cal’s family? Describe Toby’s feelings for 

Wayne, Cal’s brother. Why does Toby write a letter to Wayne and sign 

Cal’s name? Reread the dialogue exchanged between Toby and his dad 

while they are fi shing. (pp. 192–197) How do Mr. Wilson’s words explain 

what has happened to their family? Does this talk help Toby better 

understand his father and the decisions he has made?

Abandonment—Toby, Cal, and Zachary Beaver have all been aban-

doned in some way. Ask students to compare and contrast the way each 

boy deals with his loss. How do they help each other? Toby says, “For 

a little person mom sure leaves a hole.” (p. 48) Discuss whether Toby’s 

decision to read all the unread letters from his mother is symbolic of his 

acceptance that she isn’t coming home.

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—The novel takes place during the Vietnam War. Ask students to research the years during 

which the Vietnam War occurred and who the presidents were during this time frame. Freddy, the bait shop owner, 

tells Toby that he fought in World War II. He says, “Back then, we came back heroes.” (p. 124) Ask students to research 

the years during which World War II took place. Discuss with the class the different circumstances of these wars 

and what Freddy meant by his comment.

Paulie leaves Zachary in Antler while he travels to locate other sideshows. Ask students to use the Internet to fi nd 

out the history of circus sideshows. Why do some people call these shows “freak shows”? Encourage students to 

share their fi ndings in class. How are such freak shows an exploitation of people with abnormalities?

Art—Most circus sideshows are advertised in advance with a poster that features the coming attraction.

Ask students to think of other sideshows that Paulie Rankin locates in his travels. Then have them make a poster 

announcing the show.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary is not diffi cult, but students may fi nd some unfamiliar words that they should try and defi ne using 

clues from the context of the story. Such words may include: octaves (p. 79), optimum (p. 85), dinghy (p. 192), and 

concordance (p. 207).
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An ALA Notable Book

A PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Best Book of the Year

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Fish
L. S. MATTHEWS

About the Book

When the political situation becomes too grave, a family of foreign aid 

workers makes a perilous journey to the border of the war-torn nation 

that they have called home. 

Thematic Connections

Hope—Ask the class to discuss how the fi sh is a symbol of hope. 

Engage the class in a discussion about why the parents allow Tiger to 

take the fi sh along when they are so limited in what they can carry. 

Why does the fi sh seem large at times and small at other times? Why 

does Tiger need the fi sh? Discuss why Tiger no longer needs the fi sh 

at the end of the journey.

Survival—Tiger has been considered a “fi ghter” since birth. 

How is this quality important to Tiger’s survival as the family 

makes their journey to the border? How does the family’s work prepare 

them for survival? Why is the guide so interested in helping Tiger’s 

family? Discuss why the guide disappears at the end of the novel. 

Ask the class to distinguish between mental and physical survival. 

How does the family deal with mental survival?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights on December 10, 1948. Divide the class into small groups and ask them to read these human rights 

(www.un.org/Overview/rights.html). Then have each group locate pictures in magazines and newspapers that 

represent one of the human rights. Make a class mural using collage called “Supporting World Peace and Freedom.”

Science—Tiger’s father tries to help the people of the village when they lose their homes because of severe 

rains and fl ooding. Ask students to research landslides and other dangerous conditions caused by fl ooding. Make 

a visual aid that Tiger’s father may have used with the villagers to help explain what to do to prevent damage to 

their homes.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to jot down unfamiliar words in the novel and try to defi ne them using clues from the context of 

the story. Such words may include: trek (p. 14), suffocating (p. 19), vigorously (p. 20), checkpoints (p. 31), chirrup 

(p. 60), hoisted (p. 63), nosebags (p. 63), carcass (p. 67), maneuver (p. 75), treacle (p. 83), gorge (p. 99), clamoured 

(p. 109), hostages (p. 128), incredulous (p. 131), and vantage (p. 157).
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A Newbery Medal Winner

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Number the Stars
LOIS LOWRY

About the Book

Set in Denmark during World War II, 10-year-old Annemarie Johansen 

performs a heroic act to save a Jewish friend and her family from the Nazis.

Thematic Connections

Fear—Annemarie and Ellen encounter Nazi soldiers on their way 

home from school.  Why do the girls think it wise to keep this encoun-

ter to themselves?  How is their decision related to fear?  Mrs. Johansen 

takes her children and Ellen to Uncle Henrik’s house where Ellen is 

reunited with her family and transported by fi shing boat to Sweden.  

Annemarie feels that there is “less danger, but more fear” for those who 

are waiting.  How does she come face-to-face with danger and fear as 

she delivers the packet to Uncle Henrik?

Hope—Ask students to discuss how Ellen’s Star of David necklace 

symbolizes hope.  Discuss the signifi cance of Lise’s yellow dress as a 

hiding place for Ellen’s necklace. How do the citizens of Denmark offer 

hope to their Jewish friends and neighbors?  

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Ask students to write a short paper about the role of fairy tales in the novel. For example, 

discuss how Annemarie uses the story of Little Red Riding Hood to give her courage to deliver the packet to 

Uncle Henrik. Who is the wolf? Little Red Riding Hood? The Grandmother? What represents the basket? What is 

the symbolism of the woods?

Social Studies—Ask students to research the reign of King Christian X of Denmark.  How does he demonstrate 

his love of all Danish people?  What is his role in protecting the Jews of Denmark when Germany takes over his 

country? Write a brief biography of Christian X from the point of view of a Danish Jew.

Find out about the V campaign.  Use the philosophy and codes of the V campaign and stage a radio show that might 

have aired in Demark during the Nazi occupation.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary in the novel isn’t diffi cult, but students should jot down unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them, 

taking clues from the context.  Such words may include: rucksack (p. 1), obstinate (p. 4), sabotage (p. 8), resistance 

(p. 8), trousseau (p. 14), swastika (p. 21), imperious (p. 39), dismayed (p. 76), condescending (p. 77), and permeated 

(p. 136). 
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The Boy-Girl Battle Books
PHYLLIS REYNOLDS NAYLOR

About the Books

Phyllis Reynolds Naylor offers spirited humor and comedy in these books about the feud between the Hatford 

brothers and the Malloy sisters.

The novels are episodic, making them perfect choices for independent reading or read-alouds. Even the most 

reluctant readers will delight in the creative and clever ways the boys and girls plot their revenge.

Thematic Connections

Sibling Relationships—Ask students to describe the Hatford boys’ relationship with one another. Which 

boy appears to be the leader? What is Peter’s role in the war against the girls? How does he sometimes make trouble 

for his brothers? Describe the Malloy sisters and discuss their similarities and differences.

Friendship—Ask students to discuss whether the Hatford boys would have missed the Bensons as much if a 

family with boys had moved into the Benson house. The Hatford boys never give the Malloy girls a chance to be 

friendly. In A Traitor Among the Boys, Mrs. Hatford tells the boys, “You are going to be helpful, polite, friendly, and 

whatever else I can think of for as long as they live in our town.” (p. 5) How do the boys fi nally show friendship 

toward the girls?

Sense of Community—In The Girls Get Even, Mrs. Malloy says, “There is such a wonderful sense of community 

here.” (p. 11) Would the Malloy sisters agree with their mother? Have the class talk about the making of a community. 

What role does this strong sense of community have in revealing the pranks played by the Hatford boys and the 

Malloy girls?

Humor—Ask students to share what they feel are the most humorous scenes in the novels. There are gross 

scenes, embarrassing moments, and clever dialogue in all of the books. How does each of these elements contribute 

to the humor in the novel? Eddie says in The Girls’ Revenge, “These pranks are getting a little stale.” (p. 3) Discuss 

whether Eddie is losing her sense of humor or just maturing.

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—In The Boys Start the War, the Hatford boys describe the Malloy girls as “three live wires.” 

(p. 43) Ask students to choose a word or phrase that describes the Hatford boys. Then have students use a thesaurus 

to locate at least 10 additional adjectives that would aptly describe these boys and the Malloy girls.

Social Studies/Drama—In A Traitor Among the Boys, the town of Buckman is about to celebrate its 200th 

anniversary by having the Buckman Community Players present a play about the history of the town. Ask students 

to research the history of their city or town from its early beginnings to the present. Then divide the class into 

four groups and assign each group a period in the town’s history to present as a one-act play. Have students wear 

authentic dress.

Math—In The Girl’s Revenge, the Malloy girls have to pay their dad $175 for a new sports coat. If each girl is re-

sponsible for paying one-third of the cost of the coat, how much money must each earn? List the different jobs that 

the girls do. How much money per hour can they expect to earn? Calculate how long it will take the sisters to pay 

their dad.
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Art—In Boys Against Girls, Wally Hatford tells the Malloy girls that an unknown creature called Abaguchie has 

been spotted in Buckman. Have students draw a picture of the creature that Wally, the artist among the Hatford 

boys, might have drawn and shown to the girls.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary in these books isn’t very diffi cult, but students may fi nd some unfamiliar words that they should 

try to defi ne using clues from the context of the stories. Such works may include: The Boys Start the War: vaporize 

(p. 7), humiliation (p. 36), cordial (p. 45), and hostage (p. 119); The Girls Get Even: debut (p. 3), grievance (p. 12), 

gullible (p. 44), coup (p. 39), and truce (p. 127); Boys Against Girls: unnaturally (p. 15), intercept (p. 95), and dismay 

(p. 122); The Girls’ Revenge: precocious (p. 10), fi asco (p. 98), swagger (p. 98), and exasperation (p. 145); A Traitor 

Among the Boys: loophole (p. 51), humility (p. 73), and treacherous (p. 113).
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An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Journey
PATRICIA MACLACHLAN

About the Book

During the summer of his 11th year, Journey searches for reasons why 

his mother abandoned him and his older sister, Cat. Nurtured by loving 

grandparents, both children deal with their mother’s absence in dif-

ferent ways and come to learn that a family means more than having a 

mother and father in the home.

Thematic Connections

Abandonment—Grandfather knows that Liddie, Journey’s mother, 

isn’t coming back. Journey, however, refuses to believe that his mother 

is gone forever. How do you think Grandfather knows that Journey’s 

mother won’t return? Find clues in the book that reveal that Liddie is a 

restless person who needs something other than her two children and 

a home. Compare and contrast the way Journey and Cat deal with the 

reality that their mother has abandoned them. 

Denial—Cat says, “You know things, Journey. You just don’t want to 

believe them. You believe what you want.” (p. 34) What does Journey 

want to believe? How does Grandfather lead Journey toward facing the 

truth? How is “believing what you want to believe” a common form of denial? Why does it sometimes take another 

person to help someone accept reality?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Introduce the concept of literary symbolism to the class. Ask them to discuss the symbolism 

in Journey’s name. How might the arrival of the stray cat be considered symbolic in light of the overall theme of 

the novel?

Patricia MacLachlan has chosen a bucolic setting for the novel. Ask students to fi nd the meaning of the word 

bucolic. MacLachlan uses similes to create visual images of things that describe the setting of the story—for 

example, “with mists that lay like lace over the meadows.” (p. 26) Display a poster or photograph of a bucolic 

scene, and ask students to write similes describing what they see.

Social Studies—The family structure in America has changed greatly in the past 30 years. Ask students to use 

an almanac to gather statistics regarding the number of children living with grandparents rather than parents. 

Have them construct a graph showing the growth of this type of family structure from 1970–93.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to use the context of the story to defi ne the following words: introspection (p. 34), metronome (p. 79), 

groused (p. 46), and besotted (p. 14). Encourage them to locate unfamiliar words and attempt to defi ne them. Then 

ask them to use a dictionary to check their defi nitions.
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An IRA Teachers’ Choice

Search for the Shadowman
JOAN LOWERY NIXON

About the Book

When Andy Thomas delves into his family tree, he learns about his own 

past and helps those around him realize that it’s never too late to seek 

justice.

Thematic Connections

Genealogy—Since genealogy and family history are central to 

the novel, ask students to interview one or more family member(s). 

As a class, formulate a basic set of questions for the interviews, but 

stress that students will need to tailor their interviews for each family. 

Suggest that students tape the interviews as well as take notes. Have 

the interviews serve as the basis for various projects—a transcription 

of an interview, a family history, a family tree, a play, or even a video.

Safety and Security—Andy’s father cautions him to use 

a screen name rather than give out his actual name and address 

over the Internet. Why is this an important precaution? In what other 

instances do people elect to use names which are not their own? (Hint: 

When authors do this, they assume a pseudonym. When criminals do this, they take an alias.)

Curriculum Connections

History—Andy discovers that his ancestors faced tremendous obstacles once they left their homes to seek bet-

ter lives in West Texas. Ask students to fi nd references in the book to the hardships those travelers encountered as 

they journeyed from Corpus Christi to Hermosa. Ask groups of students to plan their own journeys, including their 

routes, length of stay, time of year, and necessary supplies.

Geography—Many references are made to cities and other places in Texas. On a large map of the state, have 

students do the following:

• Track the route the settlers would have taken from Corpus Christi to Hermosa.

• Find the rivers and mountains mentioned in the novel. Indicate the locations of the salt deposits.

•  Study the climate and topography of the two regions in Texas, south and west. How are they alike? How 

do they differ?

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Joan Lowery Nixon uses technological terms used during Andy’s search of the Internet. Have student compile 

a list of acronyms and terms that the author uses, as well as terms that have been coined since the publication of 

the book.

Prepared by Teri S. Lesesne, a professor in the Department of Library Science at Sam Houston State University 

where she teaches classes in literature for children and young adults.
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A Newbery Medal Winner

An ALA Notable Book

Island of the Blue Dolphins
SCOTT O’DELL

About the Book

In an effort to escape Aleutian seal hunters in the early 1800s, the 

Indians of Ghalas-at board a ship to leave the Island of the Blue Dolphins. 

When 12-year-old Karana fi nds that her younger brother is not on 

board, she dives into the sea and swims back to the island in search of 

him. Years pass and Karana waits for the ship to return. In the meantime, 

she builds shelters, gathers food, makes clothing, fashions weapons, 

and conquers the wild dogs that killed her younger brother.

Thematic Connections

Survival—Island of the Blue Dolphins is a classic survival story. 

How does Karana use her resources to help her survive? Is there ever 

a point when she thinks she will not survive? Ask students to locate a 

magazine article that chronicles a modern-day survival story. Then, 

have them compare and contrast the contemporary survival story with 

Karana’s story.

Loneliness—There are times when Karana is extremely lonely. How do 

the dogs she trains provide the companionship she needs? Ask students to 

brainstorm ways to overcome loneliness. How are animals sometimes used in our contemporary society to fulfi ll a void 

in a person’s life? For example, pets in nursing homes, orphanages, and as companions to handicapped people.

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—The Indians of Ghalas-at, the Chumash, the Cupeno, and the Aleuts are tribes important to 

the story of Karana. The novels provide some information about these tribes during the 1830s and 1850s. Students 

may be interested in researching the heritage of these tribes. Do they exist today?

Science—There are many plants, animals, and fi sh in the novel. Have the class make a list of the most unusual living 

things mentioned. Ask each student to select one plant and one animal or fi sh to research. Instruct them to compile 

their facts into a one-page report. They may also want to do a color illustration to accompany their written work.

Karana calls the multi-armed creature that she encounters a “Devil fi sh.” Most readers will know that she is 

referring to an octopus. Students intrigued by the accuracy of Karana’s descriptions may want to search for other 

examples of animals, plants, or stones that they recognize from her descriptions.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The fi rst person point of view in Island of the Blue Dolphins enables readers to know and care about Karana. In Zia, 

the sequel to Island of the Blue Dolphins, readers are not privy to Karana’s thoughts. Ask students to use what they 

learned about Karana in Island of the Blue Dolphins and write about her arrival at the mission from her point of 

view. Is Zia accurate in her account of her aunt’s feelings and behavior?

Prepared by Elizabeth Poe, Children’s and Young Adult Literature Specialist, Morgantown, WV.
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A Single Shard
LINDA SUE PARK

About the Book

A 12-year-old orphan in 12th-century Korea is transformed from 

an apprentice to an artist in this heartwarming story about courage, 

survival, and the power of fi ne art.

Thematic Connections

Courage—Ask students to discuss the courage it takes for Tree-ear 

to approach Min about working for him. How does Crane-man help 

Tree-ear maintain his courage? When Crane-man tells the story of 

“The Rock of the Fallen Flowers,” he says to Tree-ear, “Leaping into 

death is not the only way to show courage.” (p. 117) How does it take 

courage for Tree-ear to choose life over death when he is robbed? How 

does it take courage to face Min after the robbery?

Survival—Crane-man tells Tree-ear, “Scholars read the great words 

of the world. But you and I must learn to read the world itself.” (p. 7) 

Discuss how these words relate to survival. Ask students to point out the 

many ways that Tree-ear learns to “read the world.” How does the ability 

to survive contribute to his persistence to work and learn from Min?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Buddhism was strong during the Koryo dynasty. Send students to the library to research 

Buddhist beliefs. Then ask them to write a short paper discussing how the values that Crane-man instills in 

Tree-ear represent these beliefs.

Ask students to use books in the library or sites on the Internet to research Korean culture from the Koryo dynasty 

to the present. Then ask them to construct an illustrated time line that reveals the contribution of the Korean 

people to the arts. Students may also want to fi nd out the many museums in Korea where visitors may view works 

of Korean art.

Science—Min uses a communal kiln to fi re his pottery. How does the heat of the kiln affect the outcome of the 

pottery? Have students research the construction of older kilns and compare to the design of modern kilns. How 

has science and technology changed the way modern artisans work? Then ask students to write and illustrate a 

brief booklet called The Science of Pottery.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary in the book provides an opportunity for students to explore new words and their meanings. Ask 

students to keep a vocabulary journal of unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them from the context of the story. 

Such words may include: oblivious (p. 4), insolence (p. 30), felicitous (p. 41), derision (p. 46), arduous (p. 53), 

invective (p. 66), lugubrious (p. 72), plaintive (p. 81), noxious (p. 88), trepidation (p. 109), and pinioned (p. 123).
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An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

An ALA Notable Book

When My Name Was Keoko
LINDA SUE PARK

About the Book

The Kim family’s pride in their country and its culture leads them to 

maintain as much of the Korean ways as possible during the Japanese 

occupation of Korea. This pride almost costs them their lives.

Thematic Connections

Patriotism—The children work for the war effort at school, and the 

Korean citizens contribute many of their possessions to help aid in the 

war. However, their efforts to help Japan be victorious are superfi cial 

because the contributions they make are forced. Their true patriotism 

is to Korea. Brainstorm the different contributions each member of the 

Kim family makes to show their loyalty to Korea. What does your family 

do to exhibit patriotism and loyalty to the United States?

Family—Abuji is the head of the Kim family, and every member of 

the family obeys him and follows his wishes out of love and respect for 

his authority. How does Uncle disobey Abuji, but allow him to maintain 

his position as leader of the family? Tae-yul also acts in ways that are 

displeasing to his father, but does not outright disrespect him. Discuss 

the difference between deliberate acts of disobedience and disagreements over a course of action to be taken. 

Discuss with students how they can respectfully disagree with their parents. Ask them to share a time when they 

resolved a confl ict with their parents by being respectful.

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Sun-hee and her mother are not meant to listen to “men’s business,” to voice their opinions, 

or to speak freely when men are present. Their job is to cook, clean, and take care of the men of the family. Ask 

students to research modern day Korea, and determine if this custom has changed. What jobs, if any, do women 

hold? Are childcare facilities available to working women in Korea? Have students write an advertisement for a job 

opportunity, childcare facility, or training class in an area that has job opportunities for women.

Art—After investigating Korea, have students make a collage of hand-drawn symbols that represent the country. 

They can begin with trees, fl owers, fl ags, food, language, music, art, and industry. Students can color their drawings 

and paste them on a poster board to display in the classroom.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Many times throughout the novel, announcements and orders given by the Emperor are stated in such a way that 

the harsh meaning is disguised in positive terms. For example, “By order of the Emperor, all Koreans are to be 

graciously allowed to take Japanese names.” (p. 5) Discuss connotation and denotation with your students and ask 

them to fi nd other examples of twisted meanings in the Emperor’s orders.

Prepared by Susan Geye, Library Media Specialist, Crowley Ninth Grade Campus, Crowley, TX.
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An IRA–CBC Children’s Choice

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

The River
GARY PAULSEN

About the Book

The River was a direct response to readers who sent letters telling 

Gary Paulsen that Brian’s story wasn’t done at the end of Hatchet. 

In this story, Brian is asked to return to the woods to teach Derek, 

a government psychologist, survival techniques. But when Derek is 

struck by lightning, Brian’s survival skills are further tested as he must 

fi nd a way to get the seriously injured Derek out of the woods.

Thematic Connections

Survival—When lightning strikes Derek, Brian must fi nd a way 

to get out of the woods and fi nd medical help for the unconscious 

man. Ask students to discuss the diffi cult task of dealing with Derek 

after the accident. How does the accident further challenge Brian’s 

survival skills?

Making Choices—One of the most diffi cult decisions that Brian 

must make is what to do with Derek after the accident. Should he leave 

him there and go for help? Should he put him on a raft and take him 

downriver? Encourage students to discuss the pros and cons of Brian’s choices. What are the many factors that 

Brian considers before making his decision?

Curriculum Connections

Science—Brian learns a lot about animals and how they communicate. Encourage students to select one animal 

that Brian encounters in the book and research that animal’s method of communication, how it marks its territory, 

and how it protects itself from predators.

Math—During his time in the wilderness, Brian draws on various math skills to help himself survive. He has to 

calculate how many days his food will last, and he must estimate distances when he is hunting. Ask students to 

create a math problem based on a specifi c incident or situation in The River.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to search for unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them from the context of the story. Words may 

include portages (p. 108), feinted (p. 104), and castigating (p. 81).
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The Tucket Adventures
GARY PAULSEN

About the Books 

Francis Tucket’s journey west on the Oregon Trail is full of adventure on the frontier as he searches for his parent.

The Tucket Adventures books accurately portray the Western frontier of 1847–1849 and are ideal for classroom 

read-aloud. Teachers interested in bringing literature into all areas of the curriculum will fi nd these books a per-

fect choice for linking history, language arts, geography, and science.

Thematic Connections

Courage—Ask the students to discuss why so many families braved harsh and dangerous conditions to travel 

west. From whom did Francis Tucket get his courage? How does it take courage for Francis to adopt Lottie and 

Billy? Have the class trace the development of Francis’s courage from the beginning of the story in Mr. Tucket to the 

ending of Tucket’s Home.

Survival—In Mr. Tucket, Francis learns his lessons of survival from Mr. Grimes, the one-armed mountain man. 

What were the greatest challenges to survival in 1848? What were the most useful things Francis learned from Mr. 

Grimes? Discuss traits Francis possessed that enabled him to survive as well as those that threatened his survival.

Death—In Tucket’s Home, Jason Grimes knows that he is dying. Why does he cut his horses loose? Discuss why 

Francis is so grief-stricken when Mr. Grimes dies. How does Francis eventually deal with his grief? Mr. Grimes says 

to Francis, “Don’t bury me. Leave me for the wolves and coyotes.” (p. 41) Why do you think Jason Grimes wanted to 

be left out on the ground?

Heroes—In Mr. Tucket, Francis learns the code of behavior for survival in the West. Ask the class to list the heroic 

qualities Francis portrays in the books. Discuss what characteristics defi ne a hero. Ask the students to ponder the 

code of behavior Francis uses to make his decisions. In what ways was the code of behavior in the Old West different 

from how we live today?

In Call Me Francis Tucket, Francis is robbed by two bushwackers and left with nothing but his trousers. Are his 

actions heroic when he gains revenge? Also discuss what made him return when he had left Lottie and Billy at the 

trading post?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—In Call Me Francis Tucket, Paulsen writes, “Francis had changed almost daily.” (p. 91) Have 

your class review the books and note the changes Francis goes through. Ask them to write a short refl ection on 

how Francis changes during the adventures. Give them time to share and discuss their writings.

When the children discover an ancient grave in Tucket’s Gold, Billy thinks that he sees a ghost in the grave. Divide 

the class into small groups and ask them to develop that scene (p. 49) as a ghost story to be told aloud. Then ask 

the groups to share their stories.

Social Studies—Tucket’s Ride leads Francis into the aftermath of the Mexican-American War. Ask students to 

fi nd out how the war began. Why was it important to the United States? Which territories were won?
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Science—Ask students to review all of the Tucket books and discuss how the weather infl uences the survival 

of Francis Tucket and the people on the wagon trains. How do the weather and the seasons determine what kind 

of game they can trap? Francis, Lottie, and Billy are in a hailstorm in Tucket’s Gold. Ask students to fi nd out what 

causes hail. How might a hailstorm be more dangerous that a thunderstorm?

Art—Ask students to research why people joined wagon trains and headed west in the 1840s. Then have them 

design a poster advertising the opportunity to join a wagon train.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Read aloud the last two sentences in several chapters (e.g., Tucket’s Ride, Chapters 1,5, and 9). Discuss why Gary 

Paulsen ends his chapters on such cliff-hangers. Consider how the writer keeps the reader reading. Ask students to 

fi nd other examples of cliff-hanger endings.

Prepared by Marilyn Carpenter, Professor of Education, Eastern Washington University, Cheney, Washington, and 

Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, the South Caroline Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.
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His Dark Materials Trilogy
PHILIP PULLMAN

About the Books

Philip Pullman’s intriguing and haunting trilogy sends fantasy lovers on an incredible journey through other 

worlds where they meet mysterious creatures and a brave and extraordinary 12-year-old girl, Lyra Belacqua, who 

has the power to seek truth.

In The Golden Compass, young Lyra Belacqua journeys to the far North to save her best friend and other kidnapped 

children from terrible experiments by evil scientists.

The Subtle Knife takes Lyra to Cittagàzze, where she meets Will Parry, a fugitive boy from our own universe who 

becomes her ally and friend. On their journey from world to world, Lyra and Will’s lives become forever intertwined 

as they uncover a deadly secret.

And fi nally, in The Amber Spyglass, Lyra and Will, with the help of two tiny Gallivespian spies and Iorek Byrnison, 

the armored bear, set out to a world where no other living soul has ever gone, to make their most haunting 

discovery yet.

Thematic Connections

Betrayal—Ask the class to look up the various meanings of the word betrayal. How does Lyra betray Roger in 

The Golden Compass? Discuss whether she was aware that she was betraying him. How does she try to rectify this 

betrayal? What is Lyra’s great betrayal in The Amber Spyglass? How do Lyra’s mother and father betray her—and 

then protect her? Discuss how Lyra deals with these betrayals. 

Good vs. Evil—The trilogy challenges our assumptions about good and evil: some witches are good, while 

some members of the church are evil. What are other examples of unexpected forms of good and evil in the trilogy? 

At the end of The Amber Spyglass, what do Will and Lyra learn about good and evil, about actions versus labels? 

How will this affect the way they will live the rest of their lives? 

Courage—Have students trace Lyra’s courage as she travels from one dimension to another. At what point does 

she almost lose her courage? How does Will show courage in The Subtle Knife? Discuss how Lyra and Will help one 

another sustain their courage throughout their quests in The Subtle Knife and The Amber Spyglass. Engage the class 

in a discussion about whether having possession of the alethiometer and the subtle knife either gives Lyra and 

Will courage or threatens it. How does it take courage to leave one another and return to their own worlds at the 

end of the trilogy?

Love—In The Amber Spyglass, Will says to Serafi na, “Thank you, Serafi na Pekkala, for rescuing us at the 

belvedere and for everything else. Please be kind to Lyra for as long as she lives. I love her more than anyone has 

ever been loved.” (p. 509) Trace the development of Will and Lyra’s love for one another from the time they fi rst 

meet in The Subtle Knife until they part in The Amber Spyglass. How does their love affect the fate of the living—

and the dead? How does Lyra’s adventure help her to discover a new meaning of love?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—The Golden Compass has been described as a heroic novel. Ask students to identify the 

qualities of a hero. Who are the heroes in Pullman’s His Dark Materials trilogy? Have students select a hero from 
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A Carnegie Medal Winner

A GUARDIAN Fiction Prize Winner

An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

A BOOK LINKS Best Book of the Year

An ALA Best Book for Young Adults

An ALA Notable Book

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

one of the novels and write a poem about that hero. Encourage students to share their poems in class. 

Social Studies—At the end of The Amber Spyglass, Will and Mary return to their world and Will accompanies 

Mary to her fl at. Mary explains to Serafi na that she can’t just give Will a permanent home because in her world 

you must follow rules and regulations regarding keeping children. Find out today’s rules regarding foster care. 

What is the purpose of foster care? Discuss whether Will would qualify for foster care. Would Mary qualify as a 

foster mother?

Art—Masks have been used through the ages to represent animals, monsters, supernatural spirits, dream creatures, 

etc. Ask students to think about which animal would most likely be their dæmon and create a mask to represent 

that animal. Allow students time to share their masks and to explain why they chose that particular animal as 

their dæmon.

Science/Health—Mary says that Will’s mother sounds like a “classic manic-depressive.” Ask students to 

research the symptoms and characteristics of manic-depression or bipolar disorder. How is it different from other 

types of depression? From anxiety? Research the treatments for various types of depression. What type of treatment 

is Will’s mother likely to need?

Vocabulary/Use of Language

It is quite common for writers of fantasy to create their own vocabularies. Vocabulary, including the names of 

characters, is often symbolic of the underlying themes and messages of the story. Make a glossary for Pullman’s 

His Dark Materials trilogy that represents the unique vocabulary he created.
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Trouble Don’t Last
SHELLEY PEARSALL

About the Book

Samuel and Harrison, two slaves on a Kentucky farm, are in search 

of freedom and Samuel’s mother when they escape to Canada via the 

Underground Railroad.

Thematic Connections

Family—Slaves were often separated from their real families, but 

they worked to create a traditional family structure. Who is Samuel’s 

family? How is Samuel’s relationship with Lilly different from his 

relationship with Harrison? Why is Samuel so worried about Lilly when 

he and Harrison are on the run? Describe Samuel’s feelings when Har-

rison gives him the gray yarn that belonged to his mother. How do you 

know that Harrison planned to someday tell Samuel the truth about his 

mother?

Freedom—Discuss how the River Jordan metaphor relates to free-

dom. (pp. 55–56) Harrison had run away once before, but was caught, 

beaten, and returned to Master Hackler. Ask the class to discuss why 

Harrison is so willing to run away again, especially knowing the conse-

quences of being caught. At what point does Samuel know that Harri-

son is planning to take him and escape? What is Samuel’s idea of freedom? Discuss whether Harrison is looking for 

freedom for himself, or primarily for Samuel. 

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts–Reverend Pry is writing a brief story about Samuel to tell to his congregation. He begins, “Our 

forty-fi fth visitor was a boy named Samuel, eleven years of age.” (p. 122) Have students write out the beginning of 

Reverend Pry’s speech and then continue the story up to the point where Samuel and Harrison reach Canada. They 

should write the way they think Reverend Pry would have, keeping in mind the congregation audience. Encourage 

them to add illustrations and read their stories aloud.

Drama–Big River is a musical play based on the friendship between Huckleberry Finn and the slave Jim. Play the 

soundtrack of Big River in class, and ask students to locate the lyrics to the songs “Muddy Water” and “The Crossin’” 

at www.stlyrics.com/b/bigriver.htm. Suppose Trouble Don’t Last is being staged. Where in the production would 

Samuel and Harrison sing these two songs? 

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to make a list of unfamiliar words and try to defi ne them taking clues from the context of the story. 

Such words may include: spindles (p. 8), commotion (p. 16), pinprick (p. 68), delirium (p. 70), harrow (p. 77), cravat 

(p. 122), humanity (p. 123), benevolence (p. 123), and constable (p. 223).
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About the Book

Billy Coleman and his dogs become the fi nest hunting team in the area. 

Old Dan and Little Ann lead Billy to his proudest moment when they win 

the gold cup in the annual coon hunting contest. But the joy of Billy’s 

victory is quickly overshadowed by sadness. Old Dan dies in the claws 

of a savage bobcat, and Little Ann succumbs to grief for her companion. 

In his efforts to deal with the death of his beloved dogs, Billy digs the 

graves himself and buries them among the red ferns.

Thematic Connections

Determination—Billy Coleman’s grandfather says that determina-

tion and willpower are good for a man to have. More than anything, 

Billy wants two hound dogs to train for hunting. How does he go about 

realizing his dream? What does Billy’s determination to achieve his 

goal say about his character? How does setting a goal and working to 

achieve that goal help a person grow and mature?

Intergenerational Relationships—Billy Coleman says, “I’m sure no one can understand a young boy 

like his grandfather can.” Ask students to cite evidence from the novel that indicates this type of understanding. 

Encourage the class to contrast Billy’s relationship with his grandfather to his relationship with his father. Why 

might it be easier to be a grandfather than a father? How does Billy’s grandfather help him achieve his ultimate goal?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Where the Red Fern Grows is set during the Great Depression in the Ozark Mountains of Okla-

homa. Most of the people in this area made their living by farming or owning small businesses. Ask students to 

fi nd evidence in the novel that the people were faced with fi nancial diffi culties. How did the Great Depression cre-

ate different problems for city dwellers? Send students to the library to research the government’s role in helping 

people like Billy’s family come through the Depression.

Math—Billy Coleman works to make enough money to buy two hound dogs. Find out the approximate cost of two 

hound dogs today. Have the students make a list of the jobs they might do to earn money to purchase the dogs. 

Suppose they are paid $5.00 per hour for their work. How many hours would they have to work to earn enough 

money to buy the dogs? Then have them calculate the approximate cost to care for and feed the dogs for one year. 

They should include such things as dog food, visits to a veterinarian, etc.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Explain to students the meaning of colloquialism. How does language use refl ect the time and place of a novel? 

Ask students to scan the novel and point out specifi c colloquialisms. Then have them ask their families about 

colloquialisms that refl ect the area of the country where they grew up. Create a chart listing the various colloquial 

expressions that each student collects.

Where the Red Fern Grows
WILSON RAWLS
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Holes
LOUIS SACHAR

A Newbery Medal Winner

A National Book Award Winner

About the Book

In this funny yet poignant story, a boy embarks on a personal journey 

that changes his life, as he spends the summer paying for a crime he 

didn’t commit. 

Thematic Connections

Belonging—Stanley is overweight and considered a misfi t by the 

boys in his school and neighborhood. Ask students to discuss why 

Stanley is an easy target for bullies. At what point in the novel does 

Stanley begin feeling that he is a part of the group? Who is the leader? 

How do the guys view Stanley at the end of the novel? How might Stan-

ley be considered a hero? Involve the class in a discussion about how 

Stanley’s heroic status might change the way his classmates view him 

when he returns to school in the fall. 

Sense of Self—Ask students to make a list of the campers and their 

nicknames. Discuss the signifi cance of each boy’s nickname. Why is 

Stanley called “Caveman”? How can nicknames “label” people and 

affect the way they feel about themselves? How does Stanley’s self-

concept change as the story progresses? Why does Stanley call Zero by his real name when they are in the desert 

together? Engage the class in a discussion about how Stanley and Zero help one another gain a more positive sense 

of self. 

Curriculum Connections

Math—Zero cannot read, but he is excellent in math. Have each student survey at least 20 adults asking them 

whether their strength in school was reading or math. Collect the data gathered by each student and have the class 

construct a graph that reveals the results of the survey. Study the graph and engage the class in a discussion about 

the importance of both subjects.

Creative Drama/Theater—Stage a talk show with Stanley and Zero as the guests. Have the other boys from 

Camp Green Lake surprise them by coming on the show. What would the boys say to Stanley and Zero? What might 

Stanley, Zero, and the others say about the closing of Camp Green Lake? Ask Stanley to share what he learned most 

from his experiences there.  

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to defi ne these words using the context of the story: forlorn (p. 30), preposterous (p. 34), excavated 

(p. 70), paranoid (p. 71), mirage (p. 152), precipice (p. 171), authenticated (p. 215), and pursuant (p. 219).
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Under the Blood-Red Sun
GRAHAM SALISBURY

About the Book

After the Japanese attack Pearl Harbor, it is the friendship and loyalty 

of eighth-grader Tomi Nakaji’s baseball buddies that help him through 

this terrifying time.

Thematic Connections

Customs and Traditions—Eddy and Cobra capture a Japanese 

soldier off the coast of Hawaii. The Japanese soldier, Sakamaki, asks 

to be killed because he is deeply ashamed of his capture. (p. 111) 

Sakamaki lived by the bushido custom of ancient warriors who 

understood the shame of surrender and capture. (p. 113) Ask students 

to research the Japanese traditions of bushido and kamikaze. How did 

the values of these Japanese customs and traditions come into play 

during World War II? 

Friendship—Eddy expresses gratitude over having friends like 

Cobra and Slim as his comrades on Cat Island. Ask students to consider 

the meaning of friendship—both in the book and in real life—and write 

a haiku about it. (This Japanese poem has three lines. The fi rst line has 

fi ve syllables, the second line has seven syllables, and the third line has fi ve syllables). The teacher should model 

writing a haiku for the class before having students write one of their own.

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—Tomi and his little sister, Kimi, can be citizens of the United States because they were born in 

Hawaii. Other members of the Nakaji family are not allowed citizenship. Ask students to use the library to fi nd out 

how foreigners can become citizens of the United States today. What takes place at a citizenship ceremony? 

Math—Ask students to use an almanac to fi nd out how many Japanese have become American citizens since 

World War II. Construct a graph that indicates the growth in the Japanese American population in the United 

States by specifi c years.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Japanese words are used to authentically portray the culture of the Nakaji family: kimpatus—with yellow hair (p. 3) 

and gamman—patience (p. 14). Ask students to make a glossary of Japanese words and their meanings.
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A Newbery Honor Book

A Michael L. Printz Honor Book

About the Book

Not only is Turner Buckminster the son of the new minister in a small 

Maine town, he is shunned for playing baseball differently than the local 

boys. Then he befriends smart and lively Lizzie Bright Griffi n, a girl 

from Malaga Island, a poor community founded by former slaves. When 

the powerful town elders, including Turner’s father, decide to drive the 

people off the island to set up a tourist business, Turner stands alone 

against them. He and Lizzie try to save her community, but there’s a 

terrible price to pay for going against the tide.

Thematic Connections

Racism and Prejudice—In the early 1900s the relationships 

between African Americans and Caucasians were different than they 

are today. How did society’s unwritten rules regarding race relations 

affect 1912 Phippsburg? Why do Lizzie and Turner continue their 

friendship regardless of how others view it? What impact does racism 

have on the town elders? How is it different from the impact it has on 

the African American community?

Self-Esteem—Turner’s value of himself is based on who he is—the minister’s son and offspring of a father and 

grandfather for whom he is named, Turner Ernest Buckminster III. Mrs. Hurd asks him, “When you look through 

the number at the end of your name, does it seem like you’re looking through prison bars?” (p. 15) Based on the 

fact that everything Turner does or does not do in Phippsburg either disappoints or embarrasses his father, how 

would he answer this question? What happens to help Turner think more highly of himself?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Have students read pages 79–89 where Turner fi rst encounters the whales. As they read, ask 

them to list words and phrases in the author’s description that appeal to them. Then have them create a title and 

write a poem using the found words and phrases. Compile the poems in a book for the class to share.

Geography—Turner refers to “lighting out to the territories” throughout the story. From Phippsburg, Maine, 

in 1912, where would the territories be? Ask students to draw a map of the United States in 1912 and to trace the 

route Turner would have taken to the territories, noting the length of his trip and his mode of transportation.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Ask students to fi nd the following words in the book and determine their meaning from context clues: fi nesse (p. 4), 

gilded (p. 9), pirouetted (p. 11), aspirations (p. 20), smitten (p. 72), maelstrom (p. 79), impertinent (p. 87), melee (p. 91).

Have students work with a partner to write a description of Malaga Island. Each sentence in the description should use 

a different vocabulary word and provide a context clue so that the reader can determine the meaning of the words.

Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy
GARY D. SCHMIDT

Prepared by Susan Geye, Library Media Specialist, Crowley Ninth Grade Campus, Crowley, TX.
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The Cricket in Times Square
GEORGE SELDEN

About the Book

Chester, a cricket from Connecticut, takes a ride in a picnic basket and 

winds up in a Times Square subway station. Mario Bellini discovers him 

beneath the papers in his father’s newsstand, and keeps him on a shelf 

among the magazines and newspapers. Chester encounters Harry 

Cat and Tucker Mouse and together the three friends embark on an 

adventure that capitalizes on Chester’s musical ability and helps turn 

the Bellini’s unsuccessful newsstand into an overnight success.

Thematic Connections

Friendship—Ask students to defi ne friendship. Everyone looks for 

different things in friends, but there are some universal characteristics 

of true friendship. Have the class list these qualities on a chart. How 

do Chester, Tucker, and Harry demonstrate their friendship?  What 

is strange about Tucker and Harry’s friendship? How does Sai Fong 

befriend Mario? 

Loyalty—Loyalty is one quality of a good friend. How is Mario 

loyal to Chester? Describe Chester, Tucker, and Harry’s loyalty to one 

another. Ask students to discuss how Mario’s loyalty to Chester allows him to let Chester return to Connecticut.

Curriculum Connections

Music—Ask students to identify the types of music in Chester’s repertoire. Divide the class into small groups and 

ask them to select one type of music and research it. For example: One group may research waltzes, another opera, 

and another religious music. Each group should also fi nd an example of their type of music to play for the class. 

Drama—The Cricket in Times Square contains a lot of dialogue, making it perfect for Readers Theater. Ask for vol-

unteers from the class to develop a signifi cant scene in the book for Readers Theater. Allow them time to perform 

for their class as well as for other classes in the school.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary that Selden uses is simple and easily understood by students in upper elementary school. The class 

may enjoy using books, encyclopedias, or a musical dictionary to identify terms that might be applied to Chester’s 

music. For example, Mr. Smedley, the musician, uses the word phrasing when he describes Chester’s music. (p. 114) 

Words that they might include are pitch, tone, and crescendo.

Prepared by Marilyn Carpenter, Professor of Education, Eastern Washington University, Cheney, WA
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The Egypt Game and The Gypsy Game
ZILPHA KEATLEY SNYDER

About the Books

Six children from diverse backgrounds come together in imaginative games about ancient cultures and embark on 

a journey that redefi nes the meaning of family, friendship, and community.

Thematic Connections

Abandonment—There are several characters who feel abandoned by friends and family. In The Egypt Game, 

April feels that her mother abandons her when she sends her to live with her grandmother. In The Gypsy Game, 

Toby’s security is threatened when his maternal grandparents try to take him from his father. Ask students to 

compare and contrast the way April and Toby deal with their feelings of insecurity and abandonment. Describe 

how each of the following characters may also feel abandoned: the Professor in The Egypt Game; Garbo in The Gypsy 

Game; Bruno, the dog, in The Gypsy Game. 

Family Relationships—Melanie, Marshall, and Ken are the only characters in the novels who live in 

a traditional family. At what point does April begin to accept that she and her grandmother are a family in The 

Egypt Game? How does their relationship grow in The Gypsy Game? Ask students to make a special Mother’s Day 

card that April might give to her grandmother.

Toby feels a special bond with his father despite their unusual lifestyle. This is especially evident in The Gypsy 

Game. Describe their relationship. How does Toby’s father demonstrate his love for Toby? Ask students to write a 

letter that Toby might write to his grandparents stating why he wants to live with his father.

Ethical Dilemmas—Toby’s father places the children in an “ethical dilemma” when he comes to the Gypsy 

Camp and asks them about Toby’s whereabouts. What is an ethical dilemma? How do the children fi nally solve 

their quandary? Engage the class in a discussion about the predicaments that today’s teenagers face. How can peer 

pressure place a person in an ethical dilemma? In what situations might it be okay to break a promise to a friend?

Community—The Egypt and Gypsy games provide the children with a sense of community and teamwork. How 

does the neighborhood surrounding the Casa Rosada rally behind the Professor? How do the children use their 

Gypsy Game to help Toby? How does fi nding Toby lead the children toward serving the homeless in their community?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Each participant in The Egypt Game chooses an Egyptian name and its hieroglyphic symbol. 

Send students to the library to research the gods and goddesses of ancient Egypt. Have them select an Egyptian 

name for themselves, create its hieroglyphic symbol, and write a short paragraph telling why they selected their 

particular names. Make a class chart of the names and symbols.

Mysteries are solved in The Egypt Game and The Gypsy Game. At the end of The Egypt Game, April and Marshall’s 

picture is in the newspaper along with a story about how Marshall helped the Professor save April. Ask students 

to write the article that appears in the newspaper. Instruct them to include made-up quotations from each of the 

children of “Egypt,” various people from the neighborhood, and the Professor.
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Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

Social Studies—April and her friends conduct research about Egyptians and Gypsies before engaging in their 

games. Ask the class to name other ancient cultures that they have studied, such as the Incas and Aztecs, and 

the ancient Babylonians, Chinese, and Greeks. Divide the class into groups, allowing each to select one culture to 

research the facts needed to create a new game. After the groups share their research with the class, ask which of 

the cultures researched would most likely interest April and Melanie and why.

Science—When Elizabeth’s bird, Prince Pet-hp-tep, dies in The Egypt Game, the children decide to perform an 

Egyptian “Ceremony for the Dead.” They think they will mummify the bird. Ask students to research the process of 

mummifi cation. How can scientists determine the age of ancient mummies?

Careers—The Professor is an anthropologist. April wants to be an archaeologist. Ask students to describe each 

profession. How are these two careers related? What are the job opportunities for these careers? What related 

careers could April investigate?

Vocabulary/Use of Language

In The Egypt Game, the children develop their own alphabet, much as the Egyptians had, in order to write secret 

messages to one another. Ask the class to develop a similar alphabet. Divide the class into small groups and ask 

them to use the alphabet to write a secret message that they would send to April, Melanie, and the other children 

of “Egypt.” Encourage the groups to exchange their secret messages for translation.
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Gib and the Gray Ghost
ZILPHA KEATLEY SNYDER

About the Book

Gib leaves Lovell House for the second time and returns to the Rocking 

M Ranch, where he will once again live with the Thorntons. This time, 

his life on the Thornton ranch is different. Mr. Thornton has died, and 

Gib is given a room in the house with the family. Is he still considered a 

“farm-out,” or will the Thornton family adopt him?

Thematic Connections

Belonging—More than anything, Gib wants to belong to a family. 

He learns that there are “all kinds of belonging. The kind you were born 

with . . . and the kind you worked out for yourself.” (p. 230) What does 

Gib “work out” regarding his sense of belonging? 

Loyalty/Friendship—Encourage students to discuss the 

meaning of loyalty and friendship. In Snyder’s books Gib Rides Home 

and Gib and the Gray Ghost, Gib’s relationship with Olivia changes. 

Trace Gib and Olivia’s relationship from the time they fi rst meet to 

when Olivia and her mother prepare to move to California.

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—The students at Longford School take an elocution class. Locate a poem that Gib might 

choose to recite in elocution class. Using Miss Elders’s rules for elocution, prepare the poem to be shared in class. 

Social Studies—Bethesda Home for Boys in Georgia, the oldest orphanage in the United States, opened in 

1740. Today, most orphaned children are either adopted or placed with foster families. Ask students to fi nd out 

when the concept of foster families began. Invite a foster mother or father to speak with the class about the 

rewards and diffi culties of being a foster parent.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Neither Gib nor Hy uses correct grammar when speaking. Divide the class into small groups and ask them to iden-

tify several passages of dialogue that illustrate the speech patterns of Gib and Hy. Ask students to read aloud the 

dialogue, correcting the grammar as they read. How does changing the language of these two characters affect the 

“fl avor” of the novels?
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The Sign of the Beaver
ELIZABETH GEORGE SPEARE

About the Book

While waiting months for his father to return to their cabin in the 

Maine wilderness, 12-year-old Matt is befriended by Indians and asked 

to join their tribe when they move north. Should he abandon his hopes 

of ever seeing his family again?

Thematic Connections

Friendship—Matt and Attean do not form an immediate friendship. 

At what point do the two boys become friends? Ask students to select 

passages from the book that signify the developing friendship of Matt 

and Attean. Which boy needs the friendship the most? Have students 

write a journal entry that Matt might have written on the day that At-

tean leaves with his tribe to go to the winter hunting ground.

Gender Roles—Invite the class to compare and contrast Attean 

and Matt’s views regarding man’s work and woman’s work. How do their 

beliefs refl ect a cultural difference? Perhaps students would enjoy 

interviewing several people from other cultures. How do their cultures 

regard the roles of males and females? Prepare the interview, either on 

tape or in writing, to share with the class.

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Storytelling is important in both Matt and Attean’s cultures. Matt tells his version of the bear 

story in the book. Attean is expected to tell his version of the story at the tribe’s feasting ceremony. Ask students 

to think about Attean’s version of the story and make preparation to tell it to the class.

Social Studies—Critics have complemented Elizabeth George Spear on the authenticity of her historical 

novels, particularly The Sign of the Beaver. Speare attributes the accurate historical facts to her thorough research. 

Have students record the aspects of the novel that Ms. Speare would have had to research.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

The vocabulary in The Sign of the Beaver is really very simple. Students may wish to focus on Attean’s developing 

vocabulary. As he learns more English, he begins to make fun of some of the expressions that Matt uses. What are 

some of the phrases that he thinks are humorous? Ask students to share some humorous expressions that they or 

their family use.

Prepared by Elizabeth Poe, Children’s and Young Adult Literature Specialist, Morgantown, WV.
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Tiger
JEFF STONE

About the Book

It’s 1650 China when Cangzhen Temple is betrayed by a former monk 

and destroyed, the grandmaster’s life is taken, the secret scrolls are 

stolen, and 100 warrior monks are killed. Fu and his four brothers 

escape and set out on a quest to avenge their fallen brothers and regain 

the temple’s stolen scrolls. But success lies in understanding their 

pasts, and Fu, Malao, Seh, Hok, and Long are orphans with no knowledge 

of their true origins. The secrets they uncover will forever change not 

only their future, but the future of all of China.

Thematic Connections

Loyalty—The fi ve brothers are fi ercely loyal to each other and their 

grandmaster. How is loyalty of this degree achieved? Is it due to specifi c 

actions of the grandmaster? Or is it a result of the character of each 

brother? Ask students if they have ever been in a situation where their 

loyalty was tested. Who are they loyal to and why?

Revenge—Ying’s motivation for murdering Grandmaster is hate. (p. 43) His desire for revenge fuels his hatred 

and causes the death of many soldiers and 100 warrior monks. Ask students to look at American history and fi nd 

examples of destruction that are the result of revenge. What can be done about such violence? How does violence 

change the attitude of the offender? Who is hurt most by acts of revenge?

Curriculum Connections

Social Studies—The Chinese calendar differs markedly from the Western calendar. Ask students to investigate 

and record facts of interest regarding the history of and legend behind the Chinese calendar. Then, in small groups, 

have students design and illustrate a Chinese calendar to display in the classroom. Tiger takes place in AD 1650, the 

Year of the Tiger. Have students research the “animal year” in which they were born and the history of that year.

History—Tiger is set in the 17th century in Henan Province, China. Ask students to locate Henan Province and 

research the history of the area. Have students record their fi ndings on “ancient” scrolls to be displayed in the 

classroom. Use them as a catalyst to discuss how novelists use research to weave fact with fi ction in historical novels.

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Each character is referred to according to the animal he represents. For example, Fu the tiger is referred to as a 

kitten and a pussycat. Ask students to list each character by his animal name and then list other names by which 

they could be called. Discuss positive and negative connotations of the various names. Have students write a 

character description of one of the brothers.

Prepared by Susan Geye, Library Media Specialist, Crowley Ninth Grade Campus, Crowley, TX.
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Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.

About the Book

In this vivid coming-of-age story, two cousins develop a real friendship 

while discovering the truths about their families and themselves.

Thematic Connections

Friendship—Have students compare and contrast Gypsy’s and 

Woodrow’s lives. Ask them to discuss why Gypsy and Woodrow enjoy 

each other’s company so much. Trace the development of their friend-

ship from the beginning of the novel to the end. Which character gains 

the most from the friendship? How is Woodrow received at school? What 

makes him so popular among the other students?

Family and Relationships—Family is extremely important to 

most people in Appalachia. What evidence is there that the Ball fam-

ily is close? Describe Woodrow’s relationship with his father. How is 

Grandpa Ball more of a father fi gure to Woodrow than his real father? 

What are Gypsy’s feelings toward her stepfather Porter? What keeps her 

from allowing Porter to be a father to her? Describe Gypsy’s mother, 

Love, and her sister Belle’s relationship as children. How did their teenage 

years affect their relationship as adults? How is their relationship connected to Belle’s disappearance?

Curriculum Connections

Science/Health—Gypsy contracts measles. Have students research the different types of measles. What 

causes the disease? How is it spread? What is the treatment? When was the measles vaccine developed? Why must 

Gypsy stay in a darkened room?

Science/Social Studies—Coal Station is a mining town. Ask students to research how coal is mined. Ask 

them to fi nd out about coal mine safety, the health hazards involved, and the present-day federal government 

regulations regarding mining. What other states mine coal?

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Discuss the Appalachian dialect with the class and have them list examples from the book. Examples may include: 

lookit (p. 24), ’tater cakes (p. 24), and fi gger (p. 141). Ask them to translate the dialect into standard English. How 

does using standard English change the fl avor of the book?

Other words that students may want to investigate include: holler (p. 3), admonitions (p. 12), mesmerized (p. 40), 

inevitable (p. 88), fl abbergasted (p. 92), retaliation (p. 129), and remorse (p. 137). Ask them to determine the 

meaning of each word using the context of the story.

Look for The Search for Belle Prater in January 2007!

Belle Prater’s Boy
RUTH WHITE
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A California Young Reader Medal Winner

The Castle in the Attic
ELIZABETH WINTHROP

About the Book

Mrs. Phillips, the housekeeper who has cared for William since he was 

born, decides to return to England to be near her family. As a parting 

gift, she gives William a beloved toy castle that has been in her family 

for generations. The castle, which is placed in William’s attic, seems 

mysterious and strange. As William plots a way to keep Mrs. Phillips 

from leaving him, he discovers the magic of the castle and fi nds himself 

off on a fantastic quest to another land, where he encounters an evil 

wizard and a fi ery dragon. 

Thematic Connections

Family and Relationships—Ask students to describe William’s 

family. What is William’s relationship with Mrs. Phillips? Discuss what 

Mrs. Phillips means when she says, “If I go now, your mother and father 

will spend more time with you. You and I, we’re almost too close. It 

leaves other people out.” (p. 13) William’s father tries to make up for 

Mrs. Phillip’s absence. Ask the class to discuss whether he succeeds. 

How is William’s family different from Jason’s family? 

Trust—Have the class discuss the elements of trust in the novel. How does true friendship require trust? At 

what point in The Castle in the Attic does William realize that he can trust Jason with his secret? Mrs. Phillips tells 

William, “Believe in yourself and be your own spotter.” (p. 68) How does being your own spotter require trust in 

oneself?

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Mrs. Phillips reads King Arthur and The Knights of the Round Table to William. In literature, 

King Arthur is considered a legend. Ask the class to defi ne legend. What do legends teach us about the past? Then, 

have students select a favorite episode The Castle in the Attic or its sequel, The Battle for the Castle. 

Social Studies—Mrs. Phillips tells William, “You have the kind of gentle soul that accepts the rules of chivalry.” 

(p. 9) Ask students to identify the rules of chivalry that are mentioned in the book. Then, have them use the 

Internet and library to fi nd other rules. Instruct them to make an illustrated rule book that might have been used 

with the knights in the Middle Ages. 

Vocabulary/Use of Language

William and Jason learn new words that relate specifi cally to castles. Ask students to identify and defi ne such 

words. Examples include portcullis (p. 10) and armory (p. 11).

Prepared by Pat Scales, Director of Library Services, South Carolina Governor’s School for Arts and Humanities, Greenville, SC.
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A Piece of Heaven
SHARON DENNIS WYETH

About the Book

Thirteen-year-old Mahalia Moon feels abandoned when her mother 

suffers a mental breakdown, but a special friendship helps her come to 

terms with her suffering and to focus on the happier parts of her life.

Thematic Connections

Sibling Relationships—Describe Haley and Otis’s relationship.  

Haley says, “We enjoyed insulting each other.” (p. 2) Discuss whether 

such insults are typical among siblings.  After Otis is arrested, Haley 

says, “He’s my brother, no matter what he’s done.” (p. 110) Discuss what 

this statement says about Haley’s true feelings for her brother. 

Students may enjoy reading The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 by 

Christopher Paul Curtis.  Ask them to compare and contrast Haley and 

Otis’s relationship to that of Kenny and Byron.

Bravery—There are many times in the novel when Haley must be 

brave.  Describe her bravest moment.  How is her bravery her greatest 

strength?  Discuss whether Haley’s mother is brave or scared when she admits herself to the hospital.

Curriculum Connections

Language Arts—Haley wants to make contact with her brother after he is arrested.  When Otis refuses to see 

her, she writes him a letter. Have students write a letter to Haley that Otis might write.  What will he say about his 

arrest?   

Art—Haley paints fl owers on stones to decorate Jackson’s backyard.  Have students collect stones of all shapes 

and sizes and paint different types of fl owers on them.  Create a stone garden in the classroom.  

Vocabulary/Use of Language

Haley gets a thesaurus for her birthday and is constantly searching for new words to learn.  Ask students to iden-

tify unfamiliar words in the novel and try to defi ne them by taking cues from the context of the story.  Then have 

them use a thesaurus to fi nd other alternatives to the words.
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